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The La Honda Voice  

 

Scotch Broom Voted the La Honda 

Official Flower 
After a town vote last Tuesday, the flower from 

the Scotch Broom plant, Cytisus scoparius, a 

perennial leguminous scrub, was made the 

official La Honda flower with 53% of the vote. 

The main reason for the decisive victory is likely 

the beautiful golden yellow flowers of the 

Broom seen growing along almost every foot of 

road in and near La Honda, although an informal 

poll conducted outside Applejack’s Inn revealed 

that some locals voted for it just because it 

contained the word “Scotch.” 

 

Even the 

butterflies like 

Scotch Broom 

(continued on 

page 2) 

 

 

La Honda Man Cannot Play Any 

Musical Instrument 
Scott Shawn DeRocks, a recent La Honda 

resident, admits to not knowing how to 

proficiently play any musical instrument. 

Amazingly, it appears that the local man may not 

have any musical talents at all.  

DeRocks recalled that in 5
th

 grade the nun 

directing the choir would ask him not to sing 

during practice saying, “Scotty, you couldn’t 

carry a tune if it was in a bucket with a lid on it.” 

In 7
th

 grade, he said that he played the recorder a 

little, but added, “I just wasn’t very good at it.” 

In high school he tried to take up guitar for 

awhile to impress the girls, but could never get a  

 

 

clean chord out of the instrument. “Well, I could 

kinda play an e minor chord, but couldn’t find 

any songs that just had that one chord.” Now at 

age 41, there seems to be little hope that he will 

ever have any real music ability. There is 

concern in the Community that he will never feel 

like he really fits in 

without being able 

to play an 

instrument. 

  

Scott Shawn 

DeRocks hope to 

work his way from 

kazoo to cowbell 

and eventually clarinet.(continued on page 2) 

La Hondan Hippie Declared an 

Endangered Species 

The La Hondan hippie(homo kesey), only found 

in the unincorporated area of the Santa Cruz 

Mountains, has 

been declared an 

endangered 

species, and the 

Federal 

Government is 

preparing an 

emergency order 

to respond to the 

situation. Once 

abundant 

throughout 

Northern 

California, the 

number of La 

Hondan hippies has been drastically reduced to 

less than twelve breeding pairs. Washington has 

expressed concern that the fate of the hippie will 

repeat the fate of the local species of beatnik, 

which was declared extinct in 1996. (continued 

on page 2) 
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Hippies near Extinction  

(continued from page 1) 

Hippies embrace the values of altruism, 

mysticism, honesty, joy and nonviolence – 

values that are now difficult to find. 

 
Walking is preferable, but colorful, 

underpowered vehicles also work 

If Washington proceeds with the order, funding 

will immediately follow to create a bohemian 

commune in an undisclosed location near La 

Honda and encourage the remaining hippies to 

live and reproduce there in a Federal program 

known as “Habitat for Hippies.” The program 

would provide funds for the land needed for the 

commune, organic food, obscure Grateful Dead 

music, sandals and tie dye clothes, patchouli 

fragrance, and medicinal marijuana (as 

necessary). Stanford Professor Alex-Blaine 

Layder, a West Coast hippie expert, remarked, 

“It is ironic that a generation known for free love 

is nearing extinction.” 

 

There are now bipartisan discussions on Capital 

Hill about culling the yuppies, and other invasive 

species in the area to help the hippie 

repopulation effort. 

 

Scott Shawn DeRocks (continued from page 1)  

Some La Hondans say that they have stopped 

humming or whistling in his presence out of 

respect for his musically challenged state, but 

eventually the La Hondans decided to gather 

forces to help Mr. DeRocks. A fundraiser 

featuring 315 local musicians will occur at the 

Play Bowl in June to provide music lessons for 

Scott Shawn DeRocks. He will start with a kazoo 

and hand clapping, but is eventually hoping to 

play classical and jazz clarinet.   

Scotch Broom  (continued from page 1) 

Scotch Broom is the hardiest species of broom, 

tolerating extreme temperatures and droughts. 

The plant emits an alkaloid chemical to fend off 

herbivores, a chemical which can cause 

respiratory failure in humans. A mature plant can 

produce 10,000 seeds per season, which can be 

viable for 80 years; so even if you wanted to 

eradicate the plant, you probably would not be 

able to do it in a lifetime. Although the plant 

thrives in La Honda’s climate, it was an 

immigrant from Europe, like many of our 

Nation’s founding fathers.  

A Scotch Broom planting party will occur in 

May when this beautiful and hardy plant is in 

full bloom. Scotch Broom seedlings will be 

provided to participants at a nominal fee. 

 

Ready for 

the 

planting 

party 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The La Honda Voice Distribution 

Increases! 
The number of printed papers of the La Honda 

Voices has more than doubled over the last six 

months. The Voice publishing headquarters 

located in La Honda, Ca believes that this 

increase is due to the quality of articles and 

renowned journalists who serve the needs of the 

Community. Karen Delee, Postmaster of La 

Honda, provided an alternate theory, noting that 

the increase correlates with the number of 

captive birds in the Community, and the lack of 

alternative materials to line their cages. 

 
8 of 10 local birds prefer the La Honda Voice to 

the Wall Street Journal to line their cages 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altruism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mysticism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honesty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonviolence
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Grizzly Conference to Convene in La 

Honda 
The third annual North American Grizzly Bear 

Conference will occur in La Honda on Friday, 

April 13
th

 2012. Approximately 300 bears are 

expected to attend. Some local residents 

expressed concern after the mauling incident at 

the second annual conference in Montana last 

year. However, Ursula, a mother of three cubs 

and Conference President, stated that they don’t 

expect any trouble this year, “No, we’re not 

bitter that we were hunted to extinction in this 

State and then mockingly placed on your flag. 

We don’t expect any problems - of course, all 

bets are off if you end up between me and my 

cubs.” Another concern by some La Hondans is 

that many of the attending bears have multiple 

ear tags normally used by parks to identify 

aggressive or otherwise “bad” bears.  

 
Photo taken from last year’s seminar on anger 

management 

 

The events this year will include seminars 

entitled: effective fishing and hunting strategies, 

accessorizing ear tags, growling for effect, 

extracting food from locked vehicles, memorable 

photo ops, scaring sleeping campers, overcoming 

the label Ursus horribilis, constructing Teddy 

Bears, and a late night seminar on the mating 

habits of the Kodiak bears (no cubs please). A 

small number of seats have been reserved for La 

Hondans interested in these topics, as a goodwill 

gesture to the community. La Hondans need to 

contact one of the Conference organizers if they 

wish to participate in the evening arm wrestling 

contest. 

 

An additional concern this year is that the 

Conference invited members of the Canadian 

Polar Bear Society to the gathering. Conference 

President Ursula again dismissed the concerns, 

but added, “Polars are usually pleasant, as long 

as they aren’t hungry and it doesn’t get too 

warm. Café Cuesta has ordered 1000 pounds of 

salmon and the La Honda Country Market has 

ordered additional honey and ice for the event. 

However, the extended forecast predicts a heat  

 
Conference President Ursula informing us what 

a bear does in the woods. 

 

wave for the next couple weeks. The grey seal 

conference, originally scheduled for the same 

weekend in La Honda Gardens, have moved 

their activities to Monterey to protest the 

inclusion of Polar Bears to the Conference.   

Was it Always Called the Red Barn? 
Dr. Stu Pitt has spent the last three years 

researching the history of the Red Barn to 

determine if it had always been called by that 

name. The Red Barn on Highway 84 is one of 

the most photographed and painted locations in 

San Mateo County. Professor Pitt discussed his 

research at the International Barn Convention in 

Zurich, Switzerland last August, showing a 

photograph of the unpainted Red Barn around 

1900. Professor Pitt remarked, “We still do not 

have conclusive evidence whether or not the 

structure that we now call the Red Barn has 

always been known by that name, but we have 

no reason to believe otherwise. Professor Pitt has 

enlisted the help of three volunteer graduate 

students to help with his research and has applied 

for a 3 million government grant to help answer 

the question conclusively. 

 

The red barn - one of the most photographed and 

painted locations in the area 
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Dredging Halted as Rare Birds Refuse 

to Leave Reflection Lake  
Four ducks in Reflection Lake are refusing to 

leave, regardless of coaxing efforts by members 

of the Reflection Lake Dredging Committee. 

Dredging has been approved by the Guild to 

increase the depth of the Lake, which has 

gathered silt, beer bottles and abandoned 

vehicles since the 1930s. Members of the 

Committee have tried pieces of bread, gentle 

shooing, duck calls, and live dynamite thrown in 

the nearby water, but nothing seems to work.  

     
Could these ducks be the rare species lignea 

anatis ? 

Renowned ornithologist and UFO enthusiast, 

Professor Lou Sirr, has yet to positively identify 

the species, but noted that the birds have no fear 

of humans, reminiscent of the marine iguanas of 

the Galapagos Islands. The psychedelic feather 

pattern suggests that these are the rare species 

lignea anatis, which haven’t been seen in the 

Lake since 1969. In order to identify the species, 

Professor Sirr added, “The only way to know for 

sure is to dissect these beautiful creatures to 

determine if they are as rare as we believe they 

are. However, I want this to be a last resort, so I 

have agreed to wait until the morning.”

  
Notice the rare psychedelic colors and 

obligatory blurriness required when 

photographing rare and mythical creatures. 

Highway 84 to Become a Toll Road 
Budget deficits at every government level have 

forced their agencies to make tough decisions on 

ways to increase revenues to continue their 

services. Several of these agencies have 

independently decided to convert Highway 84 

between Skyline and San Gregorio into a toll 

road. Although unusual, toll roads here are not 

without precedent. A San Mateo County 

spokesperson pointed out that the Searsville-La 

Honda Turnpike was here over a hundred years 

ago to help pay for the roads.  

Much of the planning for the toll road is still in 

the preliminary stages. A Federal toll booth is 

planned to be constructed on Highway 84 at 

Skyline, and a State toll booth will be located 

about 100 yards farther West on Highway 84. A 

County toll booth will be constructed about a 

mile West of La Honda, in case anyone is 

planning on sneaking out through the back. Old 

La Honda Road will not be part of the toll road 

system, but traffic lights and additional turns will 

be added there to discourage using it as a 

shortcut between La Honda and Skyline.  

 
This is an artist’s conception of the toll booths 

near Skyline – the single lane of Highway 84 will 

be expanded into multiple lanes to ease 

congestion during peak traffic hours. 

Most of the toll amounts are still being 

negotiated, but the County has agreed on the 

following tolls: $5 trucks, $4 cars, 3$ 

motorcycles, $2 bicycles, $1 pedestrians, 50 

cents for pet monkeys and livestock. For people 

driving luxury cars, under the influence of 

controlled substances, or who are tourists, prices 

will be doubled. 

An unauthorized temporary toll booth was set up 

last Saturday evening just outside Applejack’s 

Inn. The trial seemed to indicate that the 

permanent toll booths will be profitable. That toll 

booth collected thirty three dollars, six CDs and 

a leather jacket in just over a two hour period 

between midnight and two AM.  
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La Honda to Adopt Trees From 

Closing Park 

Government budget cuts have been impacting 

parks at all levels - County, State and Federal. 

For some lucky parks, only services are being 

reduced, but other parks are closing forever. In 

one case, the fate of a closing park will have a 

happy ending. Local schools have raised enough 

money, through the sale of cupcakes and 

cookies, to transplant a park’s trees to La Honda. 

Although 

Humboldt 

Redwoods 

Park is planned 

to be sold by 

the State next 

year to a 

developer for 

300 luxury 

homes, its 

trees will have 

a new home in 

La Honda.  

 

The Stratosphere Giant, a 371 foot redwood, is 

coming to la Honda 

 

2500 of the oldest and tallest Coast Redwoods 

from this park, otherwise slated to be made into 

garden mulch and paper products, will be 

uprooted and re-planted in the La Honda area. La 

Honda has the unique climate needed to sustain 

these ancient and majestic trees. The trees 

include the Stratosphere Giant, a 371 foot 

redwood, and other trees over 1500 years old. 

The first trees will be arriving within two weeks. 

Some of the trees will be transported intact, but 

others will have to be transported to La Honda in 

sections and re-assembled when they arrive.

The trees are on their way 

 

The La Honda Guild is organizing a Community 

work day to dig holes, set the trees in the holes, 

pat down the soil around their roots, and then 

water the trees. Please contact the Guild if you 

would like to help with this worthy project.  

New Oil Deposits Found near La 

Honda 
Oil was found at an undisclosed location about 7 

miles West of La Honda, fueling local fears that 

recent high petroleum prices could encourage 

major oil companies to search for additional oil 

reserves in the area.  

Although not confirmed, almost a case of multi-

viscosity motor oil was found in an abandoned 

structure near San Gregorio. The oil was likely 

deposited there by a forgetful landowner, or 

possibly cached there in anticipation of 

Armageddon, when most O’Reilly auto parts 

stores are expected to have reduced hours. 

This news has already attracted much attention in 

the petroleum industry, and there have been 

reports of trespassers traversing the area in 

search of additional oil and easy money. 

Although no additional oil has been found, a 68 

Chevy fender, a rusty axle, and two empty beer 

bottles were discovered in the area on Monday. 

 Some wells are already being drilled near San 

Gregorio looking for more oil.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terry Adams Announces he is 

Retiring on April 1
st 

 

Terry Adams announced that he was 

retiring on April 1
st
 as the Cuesta 

Public Works Manager. Of course that 

date means that Terry was just joking 

in the great tradition of Ken Kesey and 

his Merry Pranksters. The La Honda 

Voice Regional manager notified the 

Guild Office of the joke, and they have 

agreed to withdraw the job requisition 

for Terry’s position. La Honda can 

breathe a collective sigh of relief. 
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New Plant Disease Causes Trees to 

“Chunk”  
An unknown disease is causing trees in the area 

to separate in 2-4 feet cylindrical sections. The 

separation is always parallel or nearly so to the 

wood grain. The disease seems to affect several 

species of trees and has now been documented 

both within and outside the boundaries of La 

Honda. Experts are divided whether it is caused 

by fungi, bacteria, viruses, or an environmental 

condition. 

 

This disease is of great concern to many of the 

rural communities in the Santa Cruz Mountains. 

Renowned tree pathologist and philatelist 

Professor Tim Burr is studying the phenomena 

and noted that the disease seems to mostly infect 

leaning trees or trees otherwise undesired by 

property owners. He continued to express 

concern, saying that the disease could cause a 

mass extinction if its source is not isolated, 

similar to what happened to the American 

Chestnut in the early 1900s because of a fungal 

blight.  

 

One local citizen, Lou Stooth, who experienced 

two chunked trees on his property, had advice for 

anyone who may experience the same 

misfortune, “Split those chunks and they make 

damn good firewood.” Authorities are now 

looking for a man with a chainsaw seen near a 

recent chunking incident near Entrada and 

Laguna who may have more information on the 

source of the disease. 

   
Chunking - a devastating and emerging disease 

La Honda Mob Protests Google 

Almost 30 La Honda residents gathered outside 

the Google headquarters in Mountain View, 

California to protest the fact that Bellevue, a 

town that hasn’t existed for almost 100 years, 

appears larger on Google maps than La Honda 

(try it yourself – zoom out on a Google map until 

La Honda disappears). An angry mob demanded 

an explanation, apology and undefined amount 

of compensation for the transgression.  

 
Exhibit A submitted to the court for evidence 

Google attorneys have refuted the claim by 

saying that Bellvale is, indeed, more populous 

than La Honda. However, the La Honda 

protestors responded by saying that they can 

prove in court that Google actually relocated 

approximately 3000 Google employees to 

Bellvale to increase its population to avoid a 

costly lawsuit.  

La 

Hondans crowed together in the photo to make 

the protest seem larger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

La Honda Flower Shop

 
 
Yes we have French Broom and 

other exotic flowers for every 

occasion 
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New Safety Standards for La Honda  
All insurance companies serving the La Honda 

area have adopted the new safety standards of 

the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAIC). The NAIC performed a 

study that proved that the following changes will 

reduce the number of fire, accident, and other 

insurance claims in the area: 

The new standards include: 

1) All vegetation must be removed within ¼ mile 

of any structure for fire safety. A waiver may be 

allowed for some cactus on an individual basis. 

Meeting the new 

requirements 

are easy says 

the NAIC - this 

shows a photo 

of one local 

resident already 

in compliance 

2) All trees taller than 6 feet must be removed or 

topped to prevent them from falling over or 

allowing hazardous branches to fall from them.  

3) All dangerous plants, such as poison oak, 

stinging nettle, thistle, blackberry bushes, or 

other plants that have poisonous parts must be 

removed.  

4) All dangerous creatures, such as spiders, 

centipedes, bees, squirrels, or other animals that 

could carry or spread a disease must be killed or 

permanently removed.  

5) All structures must be raised at least 20 feet 

above the ground to prevent the possibility of 

flooding. (Above 20 feet is considered Biblical 

flooding – an act of God - which is excluded 

from most policies)  

 

Oops, the 

requirement is 

20 feet, not 19 

feet – looks like 

time to cancel 

your insurance, 

so your 

mortgage lender 

can foreclose on 

you.  

6) Structures must not be on a slope with a grade 

greater than a 5% to avoid the possibility of 

landslides, and all structures must be seismically 

built or retro-fitted for a 9.0 earthquake.  

6) No special precautions are required to avoid 

volcanic or meteorite damages -the insurance 

companies don’t want unreasonable restrictions 

on its clients 

The Monsanto Corporation, who commissioned 

the original study, has recently released a single 

product that is an herbicide, insecticide, 

fungicide and rodenticide. It comes in 

bubblegum flavor and is said to be safe for 

puppies and small children. This product should 

be able to help fulfill most of the first four 

insurance requirements listed above. If 

Community member have any concerns about 

this action, then contact the Monsanto 

Corporation on or before the first day of Spring, 

March 21
st
, 2012 when these requirements take 

effect.  

  

Monsanto’s new all-in-one product is called 

ultracide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Share dinner with a Grizzly on 

Friday, 4/13 

 - Now serving fresh salmon 

- Get a photo of you hand-feeding or 

hand wrestling our grizzly guests 
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La Honda Film to be Presented at the 

Sundance Film Festival 
A feature-length movie, “Yellow 2,” filmed in 

La Honda will be presented at the next Sundance 

Film Festival. The movie stars a banana slug 

named Zippy and is based on a true story which 

plays out in realtime. The classic plot includes 

action, romance, danger, slime and a happy 

ending. Like most sequels, it isn’t quite as good 

as “Yellow 1,” but is still worth seeing. 

SPOILER: Zippy begins his journey near a 

garbage pail on a damp morning. For 30 minutes 

he eats rotting leaves and animal droppings. For 

30 minutes gets sniffed by a dog and travels until 

he meets another slug named Farley. For 30 

minutes, the two get together and since slugs are 

hermaphrodites the scene gets a bit complicated. 

For 30 minutes he eats detritus and more animal 

droppings, and in the last 30 minutes he evades a 

salted peanut and barely makes it to a shady area 

before the sun rises in the sky. It’s in IMAX and 

gets five stars for all you mollusk lovers. 

Yellow 2 – 

an action 

packed 

thriller 

 

 

 

 

This target was placed here by a special 

request by the La Honda Caged Bird 

Society 

 

La Honda Realty 
We still have some listings with what we like to 

call, “deferred maintenance.”  One of our clients 

converted this house: 

 

into this house below, with only duct tape, baling 

wire, WD-40, spray paint and what we like to 

call, :sweat equity.” Call today to learn how easy 

it is to do this type of conversion 

 
Free car (shown) with most home purchases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The La Honda Voice 
 

Interested in writing or helping in other ways to 

keep this paper going?  

This paper has been created and published 

entirely by volunteers of the Community.  

 

Volunteer to help keep the Community 

informed:  Contact Bob Dougherty at 747-0102 

or the_voice@lahonda.com 


